Abstract In a laboratory study we examined the hypothesis that placebo expectations enhance the initial identification of placebo-relevant sensations over placebo-irrelevant sensations. Participants (N = 102) were randomly assigned to one of three expectation groups. In the first group, participants ingested a placebo capsule and were told it was caffeine (deceptive expectation). In a second group, participants ingested a placebo capsule and were told it may be caffeine or it may be a placebo (double-blind expectation). Participants in the third group were given no expectation. All participants then tallied the placebo-relevant and placeboirrelevant sensations they experienced during a 7-min period. Participants in the deceptive expectation group identified more placebo-relevant sensations than placebo-irrelevant sensations. No-expectation participants identified more placebo-irrelevant sensations than placebo-relevant sensations. Participants given the double-blind expectation identified an equal amount of placebo-relevant and irrelevant sensations. The amount of both placebo-relevant and placebo-irrelevant sensations detected mediated the relationship between the expectation manipulation and subsequent symptom reports. These data support the position that expectations cause placebo responding, in part, by altering how one identifies bodily sensations.
Prior research and theory implicate expectations as one of the key determinants of the placebo effect (Fillmore and Vogel-Sprott 1992; Kirsch 1999; Pollo et al. 2001; Rief et al. 2008; Stewart-Williams and Podd 2004) . Recently, researchers have begun to disentangle the mechanisms linking expectations to placebo responding, with some studies focusing on neurological and biological factors (Benedetti et al. 2005 ; De la Fuente-Fernandez et al. 2001; Wager et al. 2004; Zubieta et al. 2006) , and others on social, motivational, and personality factors (Geers et al. 2005; Hyland et al. 2007; Hyland and Whalley 2008; Price et al. 1999) . In the present experiment we explored the link between placebo expectations and the identification of expectation-consistent and expectation-inconsistent bodily sensations. When one holds an expectation, information that is ambiguous in nature is typically interpreted as congruent with that expectation (Anderson and Pennebaker 1980) . As somatic experience can similarly be vague, diffuse, and in a state of fluctuation, expectations may lead to the classification and interpretation of bodily sensations in an expectation-congruent manner (Brown 2004; Pennebaker and Skelton 1981) .
The possibility that expectations alter one's initial somatic perception has been discussed previously in theories of the placebo effect (e.g., Caspi and Bootzin 2002; Dinnerstein and Halm 1970; Jospe 1978; Kirsch 1999; Lundh 1987; Ross and Olson 1981) . For example, in Lundh's (1987) Cognitive/Emotional Model of the placebo effect, it is proposed that positive placebo expectations lead individuals to selectively attend to signs of improvement even when their physical health has not been altered. Due to this bias in attention, individuals are said to believe that the placebo treatment has been effective. If this attention hypothesis is supported, it has important implications for the role of the placebo effect in medical research and practice, particularly regarding the most likely situations for placebo effects to emerge.
Consistent with Lundh's (1987) theorizing, expectations may produce placebo responding by greater identification of expectation-consistent sensations relative to expectation-inconsistent sensations. However, it is important to recognize that expectations could modify placebo reactions at other stages of information processing. For example, it could be that the initial perception of bodily sensations is actually comparable for individuals in placebo and noplacebo groups but the participants differ in how they cognitively store or recall their experiences (Hirt et al. 1999 ). As such, there are various information processing stages at which expectancies may alter placebo responding. If we are to understand the placebo effect, it is necessary to explore each of these stages.
Evidence consistent with the notion that placebo expectations alter the perception of symptoms comes from neurological studies in which expectations for reduced pain have been associated with specific brain structures involved in the modulation of attention (e.g., Koyama et al. 2005; Lorenz et al. 2005; Petrovic et al. 2002) . Little research exists, however, regarding the possibility that placebo expectations lead to changes in how individuals subjectively identify somatic symptoms (Price et al. 2008; Smith 2007) . In one relevant study (Geers et al. 2006) , participants were given one of three expectations before ingesting a placebo capsule. Participants in the first group were told they were ingesting a drug (deceptive-expectation), participants in a second group were told that they were in a double blind study and they may be ingesting an active drug or a placebo (double-blind expectation), and a third group of participants were told the capsule was a placebo (control group). Orthogonal to this expectation manipulation, half of the participants were instructed to closely attend to their somatic experience, whereas the other half were not. The results revealed that the participants given the deceptive expectation reported more placebo symptoms than participants in the control group only when they were also asked to attend closely to their somatic experience. Individuals given the double-blind expectation did not exhibit placebo responding regardless of their level of somatic attention. These data provide evidence that placebo expectations and somatic attention can combine to influence placebo responding.
The present research
Although the research of Geers et al. (2006) suggests that greater somatic attention can amplify placebo responding, it did not assess the hypothesis that placebo expectations alter the type of somatic information that individuals initially identify. Consistent with the Cognitive/Emotional Model of the placebo effect (Lundh 1987) , the primary hypothesis of the present research is that placebo expectations alter the immediate detection of somatic information such that greater expectation-consistent information is perceived. To this end, after a caffeine placebo manipulation, we gave participants two hand-held tally registers and instructed them to press one of the tally registers when they felt a change in their bodily sensations associated with stimulation and arousal (placebo-relevant sensations), and to press the other tally register when they felt a change in any other type of bodily sensation (placebo-irrelevant sensations).
Ancillary issue 1: self-reported attention
In addition to testing our main hypothesis, we examined three ancillary issues. First, along with recording participants' initial detection of their placebo symptoms, we also recorded their later self-reported symptom attention.
Including this self-report measure allowed us to compare the results of our concurrent symptom attention measures with those provided on a self-report scale. These measures represent two divergent ways to test the hypothesis that placebo expectations alter symptom identification and we elected to investigate both.
Ancillary issue 2: summary placebo reports
After participants monitored their placebo-relevant and irrelevant sensations, they also reported on their overall reaction to the placebo. These summary symptom reports provided us an opportunity to examine the relationship between the immediate detection of placebo symptoms with later symptom reporting. It seems plausible that the immediate detection of sensations may mediate the influence of expectations on later placebo symptom measures.
Ancillary issue 3: deceptive versus double-blind placebo expectations
Finally, several studies have found that the strength of the placebo effect differs depending on whether or not participants are given a deceptive expectation or a double-blind expectation (e.g., Geers et al. 2006; Pollo et al. 2001) . Clarifying the similarities and differences of these two types of expectancies is important because deceptive expectations are similar to drug expectations in a clinical setting, whereas double-blind expectations are used in placebo-controlled clinical trials (Nash et al. 2002) . If these two types of expectations produce divergent effects, responses in research trials may not generalize to clinical practice (Kirsch and Rosadino 1993; Kirsch and Weixel 1988; Nash et al. 2002) . In a meta-analysis, Vase et al. (2002) found weaker placebo effects when participants were given double-blind expectations as compared to studies in which participants were given deceptive expectations. Vase et al. (2002) suggested that this finding emerged because double-blind expectations give individuals the belief that there is only a 50% chance they will feel the anticipated symptoms, whereas deceptive expectations give participant greater confidence that they will feel the anticipated symptoms. In this experiment we included both a deceptive expectation group and a double-blind expectation group to determine if these two types of expectations lead to different styles of somatic perception.
Hypotheses
The following predictions were made: First, we predicted that participants given the deceptive expectation would register more placebo-relevant sensations than placebo-irrelevant sensations on the tally registers. This prediction was based on the expectancy literature which suggests that expectations lead individuals to identify more expectation-congruent information than expectationincongruent information (Anderson and Pennebaker 1980; Lundh 1987; Pennebaker and Skelton 1981) . Second, we hypothesized that individuals given the double-blind expectation would register similar amounts of placeborelevant and placebo-irrelevant sensations. This prediction is based on the notion that double-blind expectations make participants less certain of the placebo expectation and more open than deceptive-expectation participants to both placebo-relevant sensations and non-placebo relevant sensations (Geers et al. 2006) . Third, we predicted that in the no-expectation group, participants would register more placebo-irrelevant sensations than placebo-relevant sensations on the tally registers. We made this prediction because participants in this study could generate countless sensations during this monitoring period and we expected that without an explicit caffeine expectation to guide this process, they would detect a large variety of placebo-irrelevant sensations. Finally, based on prior research (Fillmore and Vogel-Sprott 1992; Vase et al. 2002) , it was predicted that the participants given the deceptive expectation would report more caffeine-related symptoms on the placebo response index than participants in the other two groups.
Finally, we investigated two additional issues. First, we examined the possibility that the influence of the placebo expectation on a subsequent placebo response index would be mediated by scores on the hand-held tally registers or on the self-reported attention measure. Second, we also explored the relationships between participant age, sex, and prior caffeine experience and our dependent measures.
Method

Participants and design
One-hundred and two undergraduate students (80 female, 22 male) participated in return for partial course credit (M age = 21, SD = 6.48). The experimenter used a random number generator to randomly assign participants to one of the following three experimental groups: deceptive expectation, double-blind expectation, or no-expectation. Thirty-four participants were in each group. No participant dropped out of the study or was removed from the sample.
Procedure
All procedures were approved in advance by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Toledo where the data were collected. The study was conducted in a university research laboratory room that was designed to look like a medical office. Participants were run individually and were told that the study concerned the perception of bodily sensations.
Upon arrival at the laboratory room, participants read and signed an informed consent document. Next, participants completed a lifestyle questionnaire that contained 32 free-response items. This questionnaire was administered to provide us with an opportunity to assess caffeine consumption. The instructions on the first part of the questionnaire read ''Please indicate the amount you have done each of the following behaviors today (since 12:00 am).'' Below this sentence, participants were provided with a list of different behaviors (e.g., hours of aerobic exercise, hours of sleep, number of classes attended, number of meals eaten) and a blank line next to each behavior on which they were to provide their response. The important item embedded in this section was ''number of caffeinated beverages consumed''. In the second section of the lifestyle questionnaire, participants read the instructions, ''Please indicate the amount you do the following behaviors on an average day''. Below this sentence, participants were provided with the same list of behaviors found in the first section of the lifestyle questionnaire (e.g., hours of aerobic exercise). The important item in this section was ''number of caffeinated beverages consumed''. Participants also made their responses in this section on a blank line next to each behavior listed.
Expectation manipulation
Following the procedures used in prior caffeine placebo studies (e.g., Geers et al. 2005) , participants in the deceptive-expectation group were given a small cup of water and an orange and white placebo capsule (containing sucrose). Participants were told the capsule contained 250 mg of caffeine. They were then told that the amount of caffeine in the capsule was equivalent to that of two to two and a half average sized cups of coffee. Participants in the doubleblind expectation group were given the same capsules and caffeine dosage information. Participant in this group were also read additional instructions taken from Geers et al. (2006) to provide the double-blind expectation. Specifically, these participants were told, ''participants in studies on the effects of caffeine, such as this one, are randomly assigned to receive either the active drug, the caffeine, or a placebo, which is composed of non-active ingredients that have no effects. So, for the purpose of the study, you may or may not be ingesting caffeine. This is a double-blind study, which means I also do not know which type of capsule you have been randomly assigned to receive''. After ingesting the capsule, participants in both expectation groups were told that it would take approximately 5 min before they would feel the full effect of the caffeine. Participants in the no-expectation group were not given the placebo capsule or the caffeine expectation. Instead, after completing the lifestyle questionnaire, the no-expectation participants went directly on to the next part of the study.
Sensation monitoring period
After the expectation manipulation, all participants completed a word puzzle task with a pen and paper for 5 min. This task supported the cover story that it would take 5 min for the caffeine to influence participants. Next, the experimenter told participants that ''for the next 7 min, we would like you to focus on your feelings and bodily sensations''. Participants were then given two hand-held tally registers (with the registers labeled A and B) and were told that the tally registers would help them stay engaged in this monitoring task. The experimenter then told participants ''we would like you to press a button every time you have a feeling or any discernable bodily sensation. Examples include feeling alert, tired, tingling in your hand, an ache in your leg, nasal congestion, etc. Thus, any feeling you have during the 7-min period should cause you to press one of the two buttons.'' The experimenter then indicated when participants should press the button on Tally Register A and when they should press the button on Tally Register B. Specifically, the experimenter said, ''we would like you to press Button A and Button B for different feelings and sensations. We would like you to press Button A whenever you experience a bodily sensation associated with stimulation; such as arousal, anxiety, tension, excitement, and jitteriness. You will press Button B whenever you experience any other type of bodily sensation. That is, press Button B whenever you have a feeling or sensation that is not related to stimulation. Example feelings and sensations for Button B could include being happy, hungry, cold, itchy, or experiencing nasal congestion.'' We counterbalanced the hand (left and right) that participants used to hold the two tally registers. The experimenter then showed participants how the tally registers worked and made sure participants understood the procedure. Participants then completed the 7-min monitoring period alone in the experiment room.
After the monitoring period, the experimenter collected the tally registers, went to a different room, opened up the covers on the registers that concealed the tally counts, and recorded the number of presses on both devices. During this time participants rated how anxious, sluggish, energized, calm, irritated, lazy, relaxed, and excited they felt on 5-point scales (1 = very slightly or not at all to 5 = extremely). These items were summed to create a placebo-response index (M = 23.28, SD = 5.04), with higher numbers on this index equating to more caffeinerelated symptoms. As higher scores on half of the items equated to less arousal (i.e., calm, relaxed, sluggish, lazy), the scoring for these items was reversed prior to computing the placebo-response index. These placebo-response items have been used successfully in prior caffeine-placebo studies (e.g., Geers et al. 2005; Walach et al. 2002) and the items demonstrated an acceptable level of internal consistency in the present study, a = .71. Finally, using a 1-7 scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much), participants also answered the self-reported attention question, ''How closely did you pay attention to feelings and sensations that were caffeine-related?'' (M = 4.83, SD = 1.57). Participants were then thanked and debriefed. Table 1 displays participant age, sex, and scores on the caffeine consumption questions broken down by experimental group. To determine if participant age or responses to the caffeine consumption questions differed significantly by experimental group, we submitted each to a one-way (Expectation Group) analysis of variance (ANOVA). None of these ANOVAs produced a significant effect: Participant age, F (2, 99) = .22, P = .80, d \ .01; caffeinated beverages consumed today; F (2, 99) = .74, P = .49, d = .01; and average caffeinated beverages consumed, F (2, 99) = 2.04, P = .15, d = .03. Potential group differences in participant sex were examined using a Chi Square analysis. This analysis yielded no significant effect, v 2 (2) = 4.13, P = .13.
Results
Sample characteristics
Sensation detection analyses
We then analyzed the number of placebo-relevant and placebo-irrelevant sensations registered during the monitoring period. To do so, the number of presses on the two tally registers were submitted to a 3 (Expectation Group) 9 2 (Tally Register) mixed factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA), in which the first factor was between-participant and the second factor was within-participant. This ANOVA yielded only an Expectation Group 9 Tally Register interaction, F (2, 99) = 8.42, P \ .001, g p 2 = .15. Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for all dependent measures broken down by experimental group. Tests of simple effects revealed that in the deceptive-expectation group, participants registered significantly more placeborelevant sensations than placebo-irrelevant sensations, t (99) = 2.03, P \ .05, d = .34. In the double-blind expectation group, there were no differences between the two types of sensations registered, t (99) = .12, P = .92, d = .02. Finally, in the no-expectation group, participants registered significantly more placebo-irrelevant sensations than placebo-relevant sensations, t (99) = 3.68, P \ .001, d = .55.
Self-reported attention analyses
In addition to the tally register task, participants selfreported on how closely they attended to caffeine-related sensations. Responses to this attention question were submitted to a one-way (Expectation Group) ANOVA. This analysis yielded a significant expectation group effect, F (2, 99) = 4.24, P \ .05, g p 2 = .08 (see Table 2 ). An examination of the group means revealed that the deceptive-expectation participants reported attending to caffeinerelated sensations more than the no-expectation participants, t (99) = 2.43, P \ .05, d = .57, but not more than the double-blind expectation participants, t (99) = .17, P = .86, d = .04. Participants in the double-blind expectation group also reported attending to their caffeinerelated sensations more than the no-expectation participants, t (99) = 2.59, P \ .05, d = .61.
Placebo-response index analyses
Scores on the placebo-response index were also submitted to a one-way (Expectation Group) ANOVA. This analysis yielded a significant effect of the expectation manipulation, F (2, 99) = 5.27, P \ .01, g p 2 = .10 (see Table 2 ). An examination of the group means revealed that the decep- tive-expectation participants reported more caffeine-related symptoms than no-expectation participants, t (99) = 3.15, P \ .01, d = .93, and the double-blind expectation participants, t (99) = 2.27, P \ .05, d = .51. The doubleblind expectation participants did not report more caffeinerelated symptoms than the no-expectation participants, t (99) = .84, P = .41, d = .21.
Analyses controlling for sample characteristics
We then performed a set of analyses to explore the role of sample characteristics in our study. To assess for such effects, we re-ran our sensation detection, self-reported attention, and placebo response index analyses. This time, however, we controlled for participants' age, sex, average caffeinated beverage consumption, and caffeinated beverages consumed so far that day. Participant age and responses on the two caffeine consumption measures were not significant predictors of our three dependent variables (Fs \ 1.7, Ps [ .2, g p 2 \ .02). There was, however, one significant effect associated with participant sex. Specifically, men detected a greater number of overall bodily sensations (M = 7.14) than women (M = 4.53), t (95) = 2.77, P \ .01, g p 2 = .07. Importantly, participant sex did not significantly interact with type of sensation detected nor with expectation group. As such, it did not taint the present results. Finally, even though we controlled for these four variables, our analyses of the three dependent variables yielded the same significant effects reported previously. In summary, analyses of the sample characteristics yielded no significant results other than that men detected more sensations overall than women.
Mediational analysis
The previous analyses indicate that the expectation manipulation influenced the initial sensations participants detected, their self-reported attention, and scores on the placebo-response index. To determine if scores on the hand-held sensation detection measures or scores on the self-reported attention measure mediated the effect of the expectation manipulation on the placebo-response index, we conducted a mediation analysis. To do so, we followed the procedures outlined by Kenny et al. (1998) for testing multiple mediators. Regression analyses were performed to estimate the magnitude and significance of the path coefficients (standardized beta weights) between the factors. (For the regression analyses, the expectation factor was coded as -1 = no expectation, 0 = double-blind expectation, and 1 = deceptive expectation).
The resulting path model is displayed in Fig. 1 . As the self-reported attention measure was not a significant predictor of scores on the placebo-response index (P = .72), it was dropped from the model. As seen in Fig. 1 , the expectation manipulation had a significant impact on both hand held sensation detection measures (i.e., presses on Tally Register A and B) as well as on the placebo-response index (Ps \ .05). Importantly, when scores on the placeboresponse index were regressed simultaneously on the expectation manipulation variable and the sensation detection measures, both hand-held sensation detection measures were significantly related to placebo responding (Ps \ .05). The direct relationship from the expectation manipulation to the placebo-response index was reduced in significance from b = .30, P = .001 to b = .19, P = .07.
To determine the value of the two sensation detection measures in the model, we followed the recommendations of Kenny et al. (1998) and conducted modified Sobel tests for each possible mediator. A Sobel test is used to Behav Med (2011) 34:208-217 213 determine if the addition of a mediating path significantly adds to the direct relationship between a manipulated factor and a dependent measure. The first Sobel test was significant (z = 2.67, P \ .01), indicating that the mediational path associated with the placebo-relevant sensations explained unique variance in the model. The second Sobel test was weaker but marginally significant (z = 1.79, P = .07), indicating that the meditational path associated with the placebo-irrelevant sensations also explained variance in the model. In summary, the mediation analyses provide evidence that the detection of placebo-relevant sensations, and to a lesser degree placebo-irrelevant sensations, partially mediated the relationship between the expectation manipulation and scores on the placebo-response index.
Discussion
In the present study, participants monitored their bodily sensations for a 7 min period following a caffeine-placebo manipulation. As predicted, participants given a deceptive expectation identified more placebo-relevant sensations than placebo-irrelevant sensations. This finding was in direct contrast to the no-expectation participants who identified more placebo-irrelevant sensations than placeborelevant sensations. Participants given a double-blind expectation did not differ in the two types of sensations they identified. To our knowledge, these are the first data to show variation in the spontaneous identification of bodily sensations as a result of a placebo expectation. The results further reveal that this shift in sensation identification depends upon the type of placebo expectation administered. In addition to the concurrent sensation detection measures, participants also reported on how closely they attended to their caffeine-related sensations. Responses on this self-reported attention measure were influenced by the placebo expectation manipulation, albeit somewhat differently than the hand-held sensation detection measures. Specifically, participants in the two expectation groups reported attending more closely to their caffeine-related sensations than no-expectation participants, with the two expectation groups giving the same amount of attention. It appears that self-reported attention differs at least to some extent from more immediate sensation detection measures. However, as the self-report measure differed from the concurrent sensation detection measures in both how and when participants used them; more data are needed before the full relationship between these two types of instruments is known. Importantly, the hand-held sensation detection scores did mediate the effect of the expectation manipulation on the placebo-response index, whereas the selfreport attention scores did not. Consequently, the sensation detection measures appear to warrant further investigation.
A key aspect of the present study is that we compared two types of placebo expectations: deceptive expectations and double-blind expectations. Consistent with prior research, participants holding the deceptive expectation responded more to the placebo than those holding the double-blind expectation (Geers et al. 2006) . Participants given the double-blind expectation did not differ from controls. Consequently, one important applied implication of the present research is that data derived from clinical trials in which individuals are given double-blind expectations may not fully equate to expectations given in clinical settings. Importantly, scores on the sensation detection measures suggest one reason why these two types of expectations can lead to different outcomes. Specifically, whereas double-blind expectations resulted in equivalent detection of relevant and irrelevant sensations in the monitoring period, deceptive expectations resulted in a biased pool of sensations. As such, these expectations instigate divergent perceptual strategies and these strategies, in turn, generate different levels of placebo responding.
We also examined the possibility that the initial sensations that participants detected statistically mediated the effect of a placebo manipulation on a placebo-response index. We found that the amount of placebo-relevant sensations (and to a lesser extent the amount of placeboirrelevant sensations) identified by participants accounted for variance in the relationship between the expectation manipulation and scores provided later on the placebo response index. As such, these data provide support for the position that the perception of bodily sensations partially mediates the relationship between a placebo expectation and self-report placebo response measures. It is important to note, however, that the direct effect from the expectation manipulation to the placebo-response index was not completely eliminated with the two sensation detection variables in the model. This indicates that other factors are likely to alter placebo responding without being mediated by initial symptom detection.
An interesting aspect of the mediation data was that both an increase in the detection of placebo-relevant sensations and (to a lesser degree) a decrease in the detection of placebo-irrelevant sensations mediated the influence of the placebo-expectation manipulation on the placebo-response index. These results suggest that it is important to take into account both shifts toward congruent information and shifts away from incongruent information when considering the influence of placebo expectations on perceptual processes. This finding is interesting and may have important implications for harnessing the placebo effect in clinical practice. Specifically, if placebo effects can be produced by both increasing the detection of positive sensations as well as by reducing the detection of negative sensations, this could provide practitioners two distinct methods to enhance the placebo component of a treatment. For example, it may be difficult for depressed individuals to anticipate and focus on positive feelings. As such, to help depressed individuals take full advantage of the placebo component of a treatment, practitioners may need to focus their attention on feeling reduced negativity rather than on feeling increased positivity.
Our findings could have additional implications for researchers and practitioners looking to enhance the placebo component of medical treatments. For example, the data support the position that placebos alter subjective experience in ''real time'' and that placebo effects are not simply due to memory processes. Thus, to take full advantage of the placebo effect, efforts to strengthen the effect need to occur prior to a placebo treatment or soon after a placebo treatment has been administered. Also, as the present data indicate that placebo effects are at least partially mediated by moment-to-moment identification of symptoms, it may be that placebo responding is greatest when attention is not distracted by external factors. If this is the case, practitioners should find the strongest benefit from the placebo component of a treatment when patients are instructed to avoid external stressors during the initial phases of a treatment. Further, if placebos work in part by directing attention to symptoms, it may be possible to construct interventions that produce comparable benefits without the actual administration of a placebo. Thus, individuals may be able to gain the advantage conferred by placebos by more directly changing the manner in which they attend to somatic information.
The current results could also have implications for understanding how individuals develop unpleasant medical side effects. For example, recent research shows that men informed about the side effects of prostate medication developed more sexual dysfunction (Mondaini et al. 2007 ). It may be that informing men of such side effects alters their treatment expectations, which in turn, changes the way in which they attend to unpleasant symptoms. Providing a greater understanding of the process by which expectations guide the identification of symptoms may lead to new methods for reducing the experience of such negative side effects in both clinical practice and research trials.
The finding that placebo expectations influence the subjective detection of placebo-relevant and irrelevant sensations connects well with other studies in the placebo literature; particularly those concerning the neurological underpinnings of the placebo effect. Specifically, consistent with the present findings, prior studies indicate that placebo expectations, induced by conditioning or verbal instructions, prepare the brain for particular perceptions (e.g., Keltner et al. 2006; Petrovic et al. 2002) . Researchers have also found that expectations modulate the primary somatosensory cortex and the secondary somatosensory cortex; structures implicated in attentional processing and perceptual sensitivity (e.g., Koyama et al. 2005; Lorenz et al. 2005) . These prior findings, taken together with the present data, indicate that placebo expectations produce a broad and perhaps cascading pattern of changes that increase the assimilation of one's current state to a placebo expectation.
The present data offer many avenues for future research. For example, the hand-held sensation measures we used here only gave us the total amount of placebo-relevant and placebo-irrelevant sensations participants detected. As studies have found that placebo effects vary across time (e.g., Kirsch and Rosadino 1993) , it would be useful to record the point in time that each sensation is detected during the monitoring period. Such research could give us insight into the time course of placebo responding by clinical patients and participants in research trials. Our results also suggest that the placebo effect is the result of interplay between top-down cognitive processes (e.g., expectations) and bottom-up processes (e.g., perceived sensations and actual physical symptoms). If this is the case, the environment in which individuals evaluate their experience with a placebo, such as whether the individual is in a relaxing or stressful situation, is a contributor to the placebo effect worthy of greater examination.
In this study, the double-blind expectation participants responded very similarly to the no-expectation participants. For example, participants in these two groups provided similar scores on the placebo-response index and registered similar amounts of placebo-relevant sensations. The data for these two groups diverge, however, in one important place: The no-expectation participants registered more placebo-irrelevant sensations than placebo-relevant sensations, whereas the double-blind expectation participants registered an equivalent number of these two types of sensations. The finding that the double-blind expectation participants registered similar levels of placebo-relevant and irrelevant sensations is consistent with our original view that double-blind expectations lead to an even-handed assessment of somatic sensations. However, the small number of placebo-irrelevant sensations they registered as compared to the no-expectation participants brings forward an intriguing alternative possibility. Specifically, rather than holding two separate expectations that initiated an evenhanded assessment of sensations, double-blind expectations may, alternatively, lead to a decrease in attention to placebo-irrelevant sensations; without a corresponding increase in attention to placebo-relevant sensations. Such a decrease in attention to placebo-irrelevant sensations could manifest because double-blind expectations are weaker than deceptive expectations. This fine-grain theoretical difference could have important real-world consequences. For example, if this later explanation is correct, it could mean that individuals given placebos in clinical trials tend to under-report side effects that are irrelevant to a placebo expectation. Future research is certainly required to separate out these two viable explanations for the sensation detection data in the double-blind expectation group.
It is important to acknowledge limitations of the current work. First, in this study we used a caffeine placebo; a drug with which most participants likely had prior experience. Our findings may have been different had we given expectations for a drug that was unknown to participants. Fortunately, this concern is lessened somewhat as participants' self-reported caffeine usage did not influence the findings. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial to test our hypotheses with other placebo treatments. On a related point, it should be emphasized that the present findings may be limited to outcome measures that can be modified by somatic perception. These findings may not extend to measures based on long-term changes in underlying physiology or to biochemical processes (see Meissner et al. 2007 ). Another issue is that in the present study, we did not include physiological measures (e.g., heart rate). Future research is needed to determine how physiological reactions interface with measures of symptom detection. It would also be advantageous for future research studying the identification of placebo symptoms to obtain baseline symptom detection scores from participants. Such scores could be used to account for variance associated with individual differences in experiencing somatic symptoms. Finally, in the present study we examined a healthy nonclinical sample over a brief span of time. Considering the ethical and financial difficulties of adding a no-treatment control group to clinical trials, laboratory studies of this kind can provide valuable information and can help determine which factors are important for clinical research and practice. However, additional work is required before we can determine fully the implications of the present data for clinical practice.
